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The Lighter Side….
Q: What do you do when 50
zombies surround your house?
A: Hope it’s Halloween!!
Q: What is the most important
subject a witch learns in school?
A: Spelling.
Q: Why didn’t the skeleton want
to go to school?
A: His heart wasn’t in it.
Q: Why didn’t the skeleton cross
the road?
A: He didn’t have any guts!
Q: What do you call a fat
pumpkin?
A: A plumpkin.
Q: What room does a ghost not
need?
A: A living room!
Q: Why are ghosts so bad at
lying?
A: Because you can see right
through them!
Q: Why is Superman’s costume
so tight?
A: Because he wears a size “S”.
Q: What is a vampire’s favorite
fruit?
A: A nectarine!
Q: What do you get when you
cross a snowman with a
vampire?
A: Frostbite.

Adequacy Is Unacceptable
Recently, while working on a program for a company that has been in business for
over 64 years, I came across a particularly compelling value statement: “In the
pursuit of excellence, adequacy is unacceptable.” It’s stuck with me since then as a
perfect encapsulation of forward-thinking business philosophy.
Facebook, Twitter, Yelp, Google, and thousands of other digital tools have
completely changed the way companies must do business if they plan on surviving.
With two taps on their smartphone, anybody can go online and check out your
company. In 10 seconds they can see everything that’s being said about you and
your team. In an instant, potential prospects can type your company’s name into the
search bar and sift through your dirty laundry. If people are complaining about
your service, your demeanor, or your product, you can say goodbye to this potential
customer, because they’re moving on. Sometimes, all it takes is a single colorful
review to stop us from ever doing business with that company.
So where does “adequacy is unacceptable” enter the mix?
The truth is, people don’t go online and write comments about adequate
experiences they have with companies. When a customer decides to take time out of
their busy day to write a review, you can bet they’re going to either rave and rant
about their fantastic experience, or go far out of their way to drag your company’s
name through the mud after the horrible time they had. The smartest companies
realize this and bend over backwards to elicit descriptors like “superior,”
“awesome,” “amazing” and “excellent.” If your business is doing a middling job, or
even a “good” one, it might as well be invisible.
“Adequacy is unacceptable” is a perfect ideal not only for the hugely successful
business I worked with recently, but for all companies. “Adequate” is just another
word for average — are you looking to hire average people or do business with
average companies? Of course you’re not. The consequence of being merely
adequate is always disappointment. An adequate experience captivates no one, does
nothing exceptional, and has no distinctive qualities. There is no way to differentiate
yourself from the competition while doing an adequate job.
Instead, consider what your company can do to impress, astound and excite those
for whom you are working. The company that consistently not only exceeds
expectations, but blows them totally out of the water, will always be in high
demand. Do more, be more, give more, and you’re sure to achieve more. This isn’t
third-grade soccer; nobody’s going to give you a trophy for an adequate
performance.
Robert Stevenson, along with being a best-selling author, is among the most successful public speakers
in the world. His years of service-minded experience owning and running numerous companies have
given him the real-world knowledge to help fellow business owners thrive.
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Technology Tidbits
NEVER Throw Your Boarding Pass
Away, Not Even After Your Flight

Feeling sleeping towards end of
day ...

Everybody knows that a boarding
pass is mandatory in order to board
a plane. While we’re in the airport,
we keep a close eye on our
boarding passes, clutching them in
our hands like they’re precious
gems. But after we land, pretty
much everyone ditches the ticket,
whether it’s lost on the floor,
compacted in the washing machine
or thrown directly into the trash.

Do you start to feel rundown or a
bit groggy by the middle of the
afternoon? You think, let me get
that shot of caffeine or an energy
drink and I will be on my way to
recovery. But experts say that is not
correct. The University of Georgia
found, by studying sleep-deprived
students, that 10 minutes of
walking up and down stairs is more
likely to reenergize you than one of
those drinks. They found there was
not much change in how the
students felt from ingesting the
drink but they did feel more
energetic after a little exercise. So
put down that drink, get off your
butt and walk a little. You will feel
better, so say the experts .

This may seem innocent enough,
until you realize the abundance of
personal information encrypted on
your pass. You’d be amazed at the
information a person can glean just
by scanning the QR code on the
ticket: your home and e-mail
addresses, your phone number and
even your bank information! When
you get rid of your next boarding
pass, shred it. Your bank account
will thank you.
-LuxuryAndGlamor.com , 2.5.2016

Are You Missing This One Critical
Component In Your Business? If
So, You Are GUARANTEED To Be
Losing Sales? As Inc. writer Rohit
Arora puts it, “It may be 2017, but

many companies are still
conducting business like it’s the
20th century.” According to data
collected in a recent CNBC report,
close to half of small businesses
don’t even have a website, and even
fewer — around 36% — use a
website to stay in touch with their
customers and prospects. But if we
can learn something from Nick’s
Pizza & Deli in New Jersey, it’s that
even the smallest companies can
leverage new technologies to
dramatically increase sales. The
restaurant partnered with a
company called The Block, a
business that builds websites for
small businesses, granting them
online ordering capabilities. As a
result, Nick’s owner estimates an
increase in annual revenues of
around 15% to 20% in only six
months. When you make it easy for
your customers to pay, you drive
further sales. It’s that simple
-inc.com 08.06.2017

The Lighter Side….
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You’re Better Off Giving Your Employees A $1,000
Bonus Than Being Cheap With Technology
Imagine, for a minute, that you’re the CEO of a scrappy,
promising new start-up. In the beginning, it was just you
and two other employees working on dinky PCs out of a
12-by-12-foot office, but times are picking up and the
company is heading into the uncharted waters of rapid
growth.
As the business moves into the public eye — and, in turn,
the hungry eyes of potential hackers — it’s become
obvious that you’re going to need to lock down your data.
At this critical stage, a cyber-attack could mean the death
of everything you and your team have built.
But the budget is looking lean. Everything you’ve done so
far has been by the skin of your teeth, so why should
security be any different? You put one of your more techsavvy employees on the case, tasking him with finding the
cheapest cyber security solutions available. Sure, he may
not be an expert, but he understands computers. What
could go wrong?

security solution. Well, how does that $50K ransom strike
you?
This may sound like nothing more than a horror story, but
in reality, this happens to business owners all over the
world each and every day. An IBM security study from
last December discovered that over half of businesses
surveyed had paid over $10,000 in ransomware payoffs,
with 20% paying over $40,000. And that’s not even
including the millions of dollars of damage caused by
other forms of malicious software every year.
The fact is, when your time, money and business are on
the line, it simply doesn’t pay to be cheap when choosing
your cyber security technology.

Think of it this way. Say, with your free antivirus, you’re
“saving” $100 a month. Lo and behold, a virus manages to
punch its way through and causes chaos throughout the
company server. Even if you’re lucky and it isn’t
ransomware, by the time you’ve managed to expunge the
stubborn virus from your business, you’ll have put in
He scours the web, perusing dozens of “Top 5 Cheap
Firewall Software” articles, and, with the help of a scrappy countless man-hours, guaranteed to cost you more than
how-to guide, installs what seems to be the best of the lot that $100 a month. Instead of throwing those thousands of
on your servers and across all your computers. The entire dollars down the drain, you’d be better off giving each of
your employees a $1,000 bonus!
process takes 10 hours, and costs the company next to
nothing.
Free antivirus software, giveaway cyber-protection, or a $5
firewall seems like a great idea, until a hacker cuts through
Potential crisis averted, you turn your attention to other
your company’s defenses like a warm knife through
matters. We’ll revisit our cyber security later, you think,
once we have a little more financial wiggle room.
butter. These guys love when they see these outdated,
cheapo barriers guarding your priceless data — those are
Across the following year, the company’s success
the paper-thin defenses that keep hackers in business.
skyrockets. The phone is ringing off the hook, new
business is flooding in and your profit margin is
You wouldn’t buy a rusty, secondhand old lock for your
house, so why are you installing primitive cyber security
exploding. You even ended up snagging a feature in
software to protect your most precious company
Entrepreneur magazine. Your company is the envy of all
resources?
your peers.
That is, until the day that you get hacked. One morning,
an advanced strain of ransomware easily sidesteps your
free antivirus and starts wreaking havoc. It slithers
through your systems and locks you out of everything,
from client data to basic Word documents, and encrypts it
behind a paywall, demanding $50,000 in Bitcoin or you’ll
lose access to all of it — forever.

In today’s world of rampant cybercrime, it’s inevitable that
somebody will come knocking at your digital door. When
that day comes, do you want a free piece of software that
you saw on LifeHacker, or a tried-and-tested, up-to-theminute, comprehensive security solution?

Don’t be shortsighted and risk everything just to save a
quick buck. Invest in your company’s future, and protect
You couldn’t make room in your budget for a robust cyber yourself with the most powerful tools on the market.
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“We make all of your
computer problems go away
without the cost of a
full-time I.T. staff”

www.bssi2.com

Shiny New Gadget of the Month

Picture Keeper
Connect, The Best
Way To Back Up
Photos On The Go

Nothing feels worse than having to delete an
old favorite to make room for some new
photos. The Picture Keeper Connect solves
both of these issues, providing easy-to-use
backup for your phone or tablet.
The Picture Keeper Connect, which looks a
lot like a conventional flash drive, is
designed specifically to back up photos,
videos and contact information with just a
couple of button presses. It plugs into your
phone and gets to work. Even better, it can
do all of this without the need for WiFi or
network connection. It keeps your photos in
their designated album, meaning you won’t
end up with a cluttered mass of photos
when you transfer them to a new device.
Simple, functional, and portable, the Picture
Keeper Connect is a must for any avid
smartphone photographer.

Claim your
FREE Network and Security
Assessment today!
Feel like your computer is out of gas? Having network
issues that are delaying your daily opera ons? Give our IT
professionals a call today for your FREE Network Security
Assessment. We will inventory your current technology,
check network security, review your back-up solu on and
deliver a report including outstanding issues and possible
solu ons. It’s amazing how a simple review of your current
opera ons can reveal cost and me saving opportuni es.
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